Abstract-To cope with the difficulty for the development, upgrade and maintenance of control systems for Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), this paper focuses on the architecture of AUVs. Firstly, the design of a generalized architecture is presented. And then, according to its characteristic of modular packaging and hierarchical organization, the Object-oriented Petri Net (OPN) method is adopted to model this architecture. Based upon this, to the problem of mission reachability, a sufficient criterion is proposed, thus, the correctness of the timing and logic relationship of this architecture is thoroughly demonstrated. Finally, experiments, in which different types of AUVs cooperate to detect objects, are carried out to validate the effectiveness of this architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the research and development activities in the field of AUV in the past decades, the technologies of AUV have gradually matured and AUVs have played an important role in ocean exploitation, seafloor survey, and so on. However, as the requirement of the capabilities of AUVs raises, the missions for AUVs are getting more and more complicated and in consequence the control systems become much more complex. As a result, system structuring become inevitably paramount and also the only practical and effective starting point in the development of AUVs [1] . Hence, architectures form the backbone of complete control systems of AUVs [2] ; they are the frameworks where the following processes are implemented: control laws, errors detection and recovering, path planning, tasks planning and monitoring of the events along the execution of a particular mission [3] .
Since Shakey was presented in 1971, a spectrum of architectures have been developed and applied to different unmanned vehicles. Most of them can be classified into three categories: the deliberative architecture [4, 5] , the reactive architecture [6, 7] , and the hybrid architecture [8, 9] . However, The criteria of this classification mainly concern the ability of AUVs due to the little computing power in the past. Thanks to the rapid progress of computer engineering, algorithms which ran on the order of once every 10 minutes can now execute once every second. Therefore, the mismatches in planning and reaction times are no longer a compelling reason to enforce a strict separation of deliberation and reaction [10] . On the contrary, as the missions for AUVs become complicated and the requirement of AUV market continuously increases, the difficulty for the development, upgrade and maintenance of the AUV control systems gradually appears. For this reason, there is a strong need for a generalized architecture which enables exchange of algorithms across laboratories and technology transfer so as to shorten the development cycle of AUV control systems and to enhance its mission adaptability. Since 2000, several institutes and organizations have devoted their effort on this problem and references [11] [12] [13] [14] are some typical results.
The design of an architecture is much more of an art than a science, thus it is really difficult to evaluate an architecture quantitatively. Up till now, most of the AUV architectures proposed remain in the system block level. Only a few researchers model their architectures and further analyzed its mechanism in a timing and logical point of view via a mathematical method. Zhang uses a finite state method to model a hierarchical monitoring architecture for mission and task planning [15] ; Feng [16] and Xu [17] build the models of an AUV and a multiple heterogeneous AUVs system respectively and analyze their performance based on OPN.
In our previous work, we have proposed a toward generalized architecture for AUVs [14] , built its model via OPN, and analyzed the mission reachability problem in a noncooperation situation [18] . This paper presents our latest efforts. Based upon our previous work, we extend the analysis to a multiple AUV system, in which cooperation between not only AUVs but also modules in one AUV is taken into consideration. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, our previous work about a toward generalized architecture for AUVs is presented in section II. In section III, the OPN theory is outlined; then the model of this architecture is built; and the mission reachability problem is analyzed. Experiments are carried out and the results are shown in section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section V.
II. A GENERALIZED ARCHITECTURE FOR AUVS
We extract each independent module of the system into a node with a common infrastructure, and then organize the nodes hierarchically to obtain the architecture.
A. Design of the Autonomic Elements
The working mechanism of each independent module in the system can be generalized as two steps: perception and then decision making. That is to say, each module contains a "perception -decision" closed loop. Thus each module can be extracted into a node called Autonomic Element (AE), which consists of three basic subassemblies: namely perception subassembly, decision subassembly, and database and knowledge subassembly, as shown in Fig. 1 . Besides, it has six interfaces: reporter and receiver are used for interaction with its superior AEs, information exchanger and coordinator for peer AEs, and sensor and executor for its resources respectively. (The resources here refer to hardware devices if the AE is at the lowest level; otherwise they refer to adjacent subordinate AEs.) Human operator can also access any AE via information exchanger when debugging the system. Actually, these interfaces can be integrated into one by defining different types of messages. Here, we separate them for clarity. The perception subassembly firstly collects the information, which is composed of data information, status information, and task progress information, from its resources via sensor. Then data fusion is carried out not only to obtain the best estimation of its status and the environment, but also to check whether a fault occurs. Finally, it passes the latest estimation to world model and knowledge subassembly for record and update; and report to its superior AE when it detects a malfunction or its resource has just recovered from a fault.
Based upon the goals received from the superior AE, cooperative instructions from peer AEs, and the best estimation of the state and environment by the perception subassembly, the decision subassembly creates a series of instructions to achieve the goals. After synchronization and validation, these instructions are assigned to its corresponding subordinate AEs or peer AEs for implementation.
The world model and knowledge subassembly stores all the information about its state and environment. Besides, by combining the latest estimation of the state and environment and the instructions that would be sent to its subordinate AEs, it utilizes the world model to simulate and predict the state at the next time instant. Furthermore, knowledge management is also offered to manage the algorithms and rules needed in the process of perception and decision making. Machine learning methods can be carried out to modify the knowledge.
B. Design of the Generalized Architecture
Although all of the AEs share a common infrastructure, they are filled with different data, algorithms, and rules, hence they play different roles depending on where they reside in the architecture. After we have developed all the AEs, we can obtain the whole control system. Via their "perceptiondecision" closed-loop, the AEs at the bottom level is responsible for the control and management of its corresponding devices; and then each higher level AE takes charge of several AEs at the adjacent lower level. Thus the system is constructed by a number of AEs integrated in a hierarchical and nested manner.
In the architecture, every AE is capable of planning according to its current state and goal. In addition, it can respond quickly to the feedback and modify its actions. The AEs at the bottom level have the shortest spatial and temporal scope but with the most detail. Toward higher levels, the range in space and time increases, accompanied by the decrease in resolution. This limits the computational overload in each AE.
We take the Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) mission as an example and build the architecture for a multiple AUVs system. The global goal of the mission is to search, detect, and identify undersea targets in some area in an unpredictable environment and to record their information such as positions and types. Thus, three different types of AUVs are employed: navigators, detectors, and identifiers in this mission. Navigators carry precise navigation sensors to provide navigation information to the other AUVs and supervise the whole system. Detectors are responsible for searching and detecting targets while identifiers for identifying and classifying targets. When a target is detected by a detector, an identifier is informed to reacquire and identify this target in real-time.
The architecture for this system is shown in Fig. 2 . Limited to the space, we do not detail the whole infrastructure of identifier AUV. Since the navigator AUV is responsible for guiding the other AUVs with precise navigation information and supervising the whole system, it has only two subsystems AEs (navigation AE and communication AE). Each of the subsystem AE takes charge of several component AEs, which are corresponding to and managing practical sensors or actuators respectively. Whereas the detector AUV carries sonar and camera to search and detect the targets, but it requires fewer navigation sensors. Thus it has an extra subsystem AE (detection AE) which manages two subordinate AEs (sonar AE and camera AE), but its navigation AE supervises fewer component AEs. Once the architecture for an AUV is built, it can be easily adapted for another AUV by adding or deleting AEs according to the change of sensors and actuators, and then modifying the AEs whose subordinate AEs have changed. It can be seen that most of the AEs remain unchanged when adapting the architecture. Furthermore, as more and more systems under this architecture are developed, there will be a good collection of AEs whose management spans over all types of devices. Thus the process of substitution of an AE at the component level will be as easy as changing an accessory.
III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF THE ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we adopt the OPN method to model and analyze the architecture in the view of timing and logic, so as to find out whether the system which consists of a series of AEs will be able to accomplish the mission.
A. Object-oriented Petri Net
The Petri Nets (PN), along with its variations, such as Colored Petri Nets (CPN), Timed Petri Nets (TPN), and Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs), is a graphical and mathematical modeling tool that has been widely applied to model, control and analyze the system's dynamic behaviors which are concurrent and asynchronous in nature. However, the effort required for modeling and analysis becomes quite cumbersome when the system becomes more complex. In order to solve this problem, OPN is proposed, which has the characteristics of a PN and object-oriented programming method. In an OPN approach, a system is composed of mutually communicating physical objects and their interconnection relations [19] . Definition 1 A system, S, may be defined as:
Ob represents a set of physical objects in the system,
R denotes a set of message passing relations among physical objects,
Every physical object in the system is model by a CPN, its dynamic behavior is characterized by its internal behavior transitions and external message transitions. The former is represented by the state places and activity transitions inside its corresponding CPN; the latter is achieved through a number of message places which are responsible for sending and receiving messages (i.e. tokens) among the distinct CPNs. C i is the color set for Ob i ; it is composed of C(SP i ), C(AT i ), C(IM i ), and C(OM i ), which are associated with the state places, the activity transitions, input message places, and the output message places respectively.
In an OPN model, the communication between the distinct objects is specified by the interconnection relations, R ij , which may be defined as a set of three-tuple.
Definition 3 The communication from
Ob i to Ob j may be defined as:
in which g ij is a special type of transition called a gate.
B. OPN model for the Architecture
The generalized architecture is composed of a number of AEs which are integrated in a hierarchical and nested way. This manner of organization is in accordance with the idea of OPN. Thus, each AE can be modeled by a CPN as an object; and the interactions among AEs can be modeled by the relations among objects. The OPN model for the generalized architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . Limited to the length of this paper, we only present the detail of compass AE's CPN as an example to depict the timing and logical model of an object in this system. The CPN of compass AE and the meaning of places and transitions in the CPN are shown in Fig. 4 and Table I respectively. 
C. Study on Mission Reachability
Reachability is one of the important properties of PN; it may be defined as follow.
Definition 4
Marking m r is said to be reachable if there exists a sequence of transitions s r that can generate m r from the initial marking m 0 . Denoted as: m 0 [s r > m r , where s r = t j1 , t j2 , …, t jr , and t j1 , t j2 , …, t jr are the transitions triggered in order.
To the multiple AUVs system, whether a mission can be accomplished is of great importance for verifying the correctness of the system. Since we have built the OPN model for the system, reachability is appropriate for analyzing this problem, which may be expressed mathematically as: given the initial marking m 0 (initial status or current status) and the requested marking m r (mission completion status), whether there is a sequence of transitions s r , subject to m 0 [s r > m r .
According to the characteristic of the real system, we introduce an additional concept which will reduce the complexity of this problem.
Definition 5
To the objects in the OPN, Ob i is directly superior than Ob j (or Ob j is the directly subordinate of Ob i ) if there exist gates g ij and g ji between them, which pass instructions and instruction completion messages respectively. If Ob i is directly superior than Ob j and Ob j is directly superior than Ob k , Ob i is considered to be superior than Ob k .
In the system, Ob i is directly superior than Ob j indicates that Ob i is in a higher lever and take charge of Ob j , or Ob i and Ob j are in the same lever while Ob i is responsible for the cooperation between them. For any two objects Ob i and Ob j in the OPN, if they are not superior than each other, we call the system to be a "non-circle" system. Based upon this, we proposed a sufficient criterion for judging the reachability problem for the system.
Theorem 1
To an OPN with finite objects for a "non-circle" system, the following operations are carried out: (1) delete all the gates; (2) for each pair of input and output message places in an object that is used for sending instructions and receiving the associated instruction completion messages, substitute them with a new state place which copy the color set of them. After these operations, the original OPN is separated to several CPNs. If the CPNs meet the conditions: (1) In the object for group AE, m r ' (mission completion status for the group AE) is reachable from m 0 ' (initial status for the group AE); (2) In any of the other objects, for any instruction sent to it, m r " (the instruction completion stutus) is reachable from m 0 " (instruction received stutus), then the requested marking m r (mission completion status for the system) is reachable from the initial marking m 0 (initial status for the system) in the original OPN.
Proof: using mathematical induction.
(1) If the original OPN contains only one object, that is, the object for group AE, it can be seen that the status for the system is the same with that for the group AE. Thus, m 0 = m 0 '; and m r = m r '. Since m r ' is reachable from m 0 ', we can get to the result that m r is reachable from m 0 .
(2) Given that m r is reachable from m 0 when the OPN contains n objects. We denote the sequence of transitions as s r , hence, m 0 [s r > m r . Now we introduce a new object, which is definitely the directly subordinate of one or more existing objects, to the OPN. Here we discuss the former case and denote the new object and its directly superior as Ob j and Ob i respectively; the latter can be analyzed likewise.
Since Ob j is responsible for accomplishing the instructions assigned by Ob i , we mark the transitions that are associated with one of these instructions in s r , denoted as: s r = …, t ip , …, t iq , …, t ip , …, t iq , … , here, t ip and t iq are the transitions that put and take away a token in the new state place (denoted as sp n , that substitute the input and output message places, as defined in operation (2) in theorem 1) in Ob i respectively. After Ob j is brought into the CPN, t ip no longer puts the token into sp n but into the output message place of Ob i , then g ij will deliver the token to the input message place of Ob j , thus the instruction is sent to Ob j and an initial marking m 0 " of Ob j is generated. According to condition (2) in theorem 1, m r " is reachable from m 0 ", that is, m 0 "[s r1 " > m r " , where s r1 " is the sequence of transitions that generates m r " from m 0 ". When m r " is reached , a token is put into the output message place of Ob j , then g ji will deliver the token to the input message place of Ob i , the associated instruction completion message is return to Ob i , and t iq will be triggered properly. Hence, via the analysis of one instruction, m r is still reachable from m 0 , that is, m 0 [s r1 > m r , where s r1 = …, t ip , g ij , s r1 ", g ji , …, t iq , …, t ip , g ij , s r1 ", g ji , …, t iq , … . The other instructions assigned from Ob i to Ob j can be analyzed likewise. As a result, after adding a new object into the OPN, m r is still reachable from m 0 . This completes the proof.
According to theorem 1, via verifying the reachability of each AE, we can deduce the result for the system after two steps of operations. As the scale of the CPN for each AE is rather small, this method can avoid huge amounts of computation when directly analyzing the reachability of the system.
IV. EXPERIMENT OF THE ARCHITECTURE
To demonstrate the correctness of the architecture, simulations are carried out. As we have checked the effectiveness of this architecture for one AUV in our previous work [14, 18] , we mainly focus on the cooperation between AUVs in this paper. We choose the ISR mission as the background, the goal of which is to search, detect, and identify undersea targets in some area and to record their information such as positions and types. In the simulation, two navigators, four detectors, and two identifiers are employed, and the number and positions of the targets deployed in the area are stochastic.
We repeat the simulation several times and Fig. 5 shows the trajectories of the AUVs in one situation. In the figure, blue segments and dot lines represent the trajectory and planning path of navigators, green and red ones for detectors and identifiers respectively; while the red circles denote the targets. We can see that navigators cruise on both sides, they provide navigation information to the other AUVs and supervise the whole system; the detectors go straight forward in parallel to sufficiently cover the area. When a target is detected by a detector, the rough position of the target will be sent to navigators, and then navigators will appoint an identifier to approach the target, identify it and record its precise position. After the identification, the identifier will smoothly get close to its planning path.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has focused on the architecture of AUVs. A generalized architecture has been presented to reduce the difficulty for the development, upgrade and maintenance of control systems and to promote the code reuse, exchange of algorithms across laboratories, and technology transfer. To the problem of mission reachability, the OPN method is adopted to model this architecture; then a sufficient criterion has been proposed hence the huge amounts of computation when directly analyzing the reachability of the system could be avoided. Finally, experiments have been carried out and the result shows the proposed architecture works smoothly for ISR mission.
